ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Uncontrolled and abnormal proliferation is the basic principle and the mainstay of cancer, which is further complicated by its unpredictable carriage with multistage processes that collectively confound the diagnosis. 1 In addition to this, the studying of the histopathological profiles of the cancer cell has largely remained subjective, embodying a possibility of individual bias toward mendacious interpretation of the disease. Therefore, a genuine reason thus culminated to find out an objective guideline that would attribute collectively and resultantly for an absolutely clear diagnosis. 2 The evaluation of the morphologic profile of the tumor cells is considered to be a determinant factor appropriating the aggressiveness of the tumor. However, at times, the inconspicuous nature of such a profile is found to be inadequate to assign the aggressiveness of the lesion. In addition to this, morphologic profiles of the neoplastic cells JCDP are different and are unisomorphic at different zones in the same field as well as in different fields of the same tumor, thus creating a scope for confusion. It is believed that the most useful prognostic information can be obtained from the invasive front of a tumor, where the deepest and presumably the most aggressive cells reside. In their various recent seminal studies, Bryne 3 suggested that the invasive front of the tumor is the region which enunciates the cell character and thus, could contribute toward prognosis. 4 The knowledge of cell proliferative activity and its cellular proteins, which are involved in the control of cell proliferation, are essential components for understanding the biology of tumors. Cell kinetic data may also be a useful adjunct to histologically based tumor classifications, and are among the most important indicators of treatment response and relapse in many types of cancers. 5, 6 In justification of the reasons above, many biologic markers have been proposed to provide information on the differentiation, proliferation, and prognosis of various lesions. Monoclonal antibodies directed toward nuclear antigens are increasingly used as tools to obtain valuable information concerning the proliferative changes of the tumors. The Ki-67 antigen is one such reliable biomarker of cancers, which is now being widely studied to reveal the prognostic indication of the disease.
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The Ki-67, a large nonhistone protein with molecular weight of approximately 395 kDa, has been extensively used as a marker to read the proliferative activity during the G1, S, G2, and M phases of the cell cycle. In view of its high sensitivity and specificity in neoplastic tissues, Ki-67 has been widely used as a reliable marker in various studies on oral neoplasms. [8] [9] [10] [11] With this view in mind, the present study is designed to elucidate the biological behavior of the cancer cells in OSCC respective to their location, using Ki-67 immunological probe for cellular proliferation. Further, such probes can also reveal the cellular kinetics at the deepest and most invading front of the tumor, which is considered to be a significant histological site disclosing tumor aggression. Hence, Ki-67 antigen-labeled cells can prove to be an effective tool to grade the tumors and finally contribute to the prognosis of the disease.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study material consisted of formalin-fixed, paraffinembedded tissues of histologically diagnosed cases of OSCC retrieved from the Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Pathology, S.C.B Dental College & Hospital, Cuttack, Odisha, India. The demographic data, details of habit history, their duration of usage, and lymph node involvement of the cases were retrieved from the previous records. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of S.C.B Dental College & Hospital, Cuttack, Odisha, India.
The tissue blocks were histologically graded based on the Bryne's grading system. Slides where invasive tumor front (ITF) could not be identified were excluded. Totally, 33 cases were diagnosed as grade I OSCC, 27 cases as grade II OSCC, and 30 cases as grade III OSCC. They were evaluated immunohistochemically for Ki-67 with positive and negative controls. Immunohistochemical staining protocol was performed using an advanced polymer staining system. The sections were stained with an antibody directed against the Ki-67 antigen. The antibodies and reagents used for immunohistochemical analysis were obtained from Leica Biosystems, Benton lane, Newcastle, UK. Positive immunoreactivity indicated the presence of brown precipitate in the nucleus at the site of the target antigen. Positive controls of Ki-67 included histopathologically confirmed cases of ameloblastoma. For negative control, tris buffer saline was substituted for primary antibody. These fields were evaluated under 400× magnification (Olympus, BX 51).
Counting of Cells
All counts were performed with a binocular light microscope (LYNX vision 2000; Lawrence and Mayo) under high power magnification (400×). The microscope is fitted with an eyepiece (10× ocular) hauling a grid containing 100 blocks (10 × 10) so that counting of cells can be proficient and without bias. In each high power field, the cells in the blocks of the grid were counted as represented. The cells counted in each were noted, summed, and submitted for statistical analysis. Cells that lacked a clear nucleus were excluded. In each case, a minimum of 1,000 tumor cells were counted to determine the proliferative activity.
Statistical Analysis
Once the number of Ki-67 antigen-positive cells per the total number of tumor cells was obtained, to achieve uniformity of the total number of cells counted, the counts were statistically attuned to 1,000 cells in each case. The values were then expressed as a percentage of Ki-67 antigen-positive cells or Ki-67 LI.
The analysis of variance (ANOVA) test was used to compare between different groups of carcinomas. Independent sample t-test and post hoc test were used to assess the significance of pairwise differences between the various study groups. A p-value < 0.05 was taken to be statistically significant.
RESULTS
The distribution of Ki-67 antigen-positive cells in the tumor nests of well-differentiated squamous cell carcinoma tissues was usually restricted to the outermost layer of the tumor cells. In cases of moderately differentiated carcinomas, the expression of Ki-67 antigen in the tumor nests was found to be more diffuse in the inner layers also. In poorly differentiated squamous cell carcinoma, the expression was seen in most of the tumor cells (Fig. 1) .
The mean Ki-67 LI in all the three grades of carcinoma were age-and sex-matched. The Ki-67 LI was compared with the grades of OSCC. After evaluating statistically by ANOVA, at 95% confidence interval, this marker was found to be 76 to 81%, 60.67 to 64.98%, and 32.72 to 36.91% in grade III, grade II, and grade I, respectively (p = 0.000) ( Table 1) . A significant difference was seen in mean Ki-67 LI when compared with the histological grades of carcinoma. The ANOVA was followed by post hoc test (least significant difference) showing that the difference was statistically significant in all the pairs (p = 0.00) ( Table 2) . A higher mean Ki-67 LI (77.89%) was found in 38 subjects with lymph node involvement than in 64 subjects with negative lymph node involvement (48.72%). Independent sample t-test revealed this difference to be significant (p = 0.000). Moreover, on comparing mean Ki-67 LI in the two groups of lymph node status for each grade of carcinoma, it was found that subjects with positive lymph node metastasis had comparatively higher mean Ki-67 LI than subjects with negative lymph node metastasis ( Table 3) . Comparison of Ki-67 LI and other descriptive statistics along with ANOVA indicated a straight line direct relationship between the Bryne's score and mean Ki-67 LI. The ANOVA inferred that the mean Ki-67 LI is significantly increased with increase in Bryne's score with p = 0.000 (Graph 1).
The study subjects were distributed over eight sites, namely, the palate, buccal mucosa, mucosal surface of lip, gingiva, retromolar area, alveobuccal complex, floor of the mouth, and tongue. Analyzing the data by ANOVA test, the lowest mean level of Ki-67 was found in palate (45.96%), and the highest was found in the floor of the mouth (83.32%) ( Table 4) .
The effects of habit and duration of the habit on Ki-67 LI separately and the combined effect of habit and its duration on mean Ki-67 LI were studied through two-way ANOVA. It revealed that in each habit group, the mean level of Ki-67 LI increases with duration. Variation due to habit is not statistically significant, but contribution of the duration of habit to the variation is statistically significant, and the combined effect of habit and its duration to the variation is also not significant. The occurrence of the disease was more in subjects with all the three habits together. However, this was found to be statistically nonsignificant. It was observed that shorter the duration of the habit, lesser was the Ki-67 LI. The combined effects of habit and its duration for all possible combinations were not statistically significant. Post hoc test revealed that there is no significant difference between the pairs of habit group. However, the differences between duration ≤25 years and >30 years and between 26 and 30 years and >30 years were significant (Tables 5 and 6 ). 
DISCUSSION
Although many techniques such as 3H-thymidine, BrdU expression, and flow cytometry deoxyribonucleic acid quantification permit the assessment of proliferation, these techniques pose the limitations of procedural feasibilities. The need for absolutely fresh tissue and/or the radioactivity involved makes them unattractive for routine purposes. 11, 12 Assessment of cell kinetic information by immunohistochemical methods using antibodies against proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) and KI-67 antigen has the recompense of not only conserving cellular and tissue architecture, but also being applicable to routine archival formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded specimens. 13, 14 The PCNA is not expressed in advanced phases of the cell cycle and cannot be detected by means of immunohistochemical techniques. On the contrary, Ki-67 is present during all active phases of the cell cycle (G1, S, G2, and mitosis), but is absent from resting cells (G 0 ), which makes it a specific marker for cell proliferation. 15 Therefore, this marker was aptly selected in this study.
In our study, quantization of positive cells was performed at the tumor invasive front, rather than selected random fields throughout the tumor section. This approach was decided on for two reasons: First, quantitative evaluation of Ki-67 staining in this study showed an increased number of positively stained cells at the tumor front than in the central areas of tumors. A similar finding was observed in many literatures. 3, 16, 17 Piffkó et al 16 stated
that the tumor invasive margin might have putative biological significance in epithelial malignancies due to the accumulation of proliferating cells. They further stated that, based on the results of their study and other studies, the invasive tumor margin of squamous cell carcinomas may be the best field for growth fraction estimations in oral cancer. Second, less differentiated cells are present at ITF than the other areas of the tumor and may provide information, i.e., more prognostic. 18 There were more males than females in all the three groups. It was observed that prevalence of all the grades of OSCC among males are twice than in females, whereas in grade III, it is three times higher. It was found that the mean value of Ki-67 LI in grade I (47.8%) was double than that of grade III (88.0%) and grade II (73.2%) having an intermediate value between the two, thus marking a clear-cut difference in the mean value in different grades (p = 0.000; Table 1 ). These results are consistent with Tumuluri et al, 19 Kurokawa et al, 20 Tumuluri et al, 21 and Premlatha and Uma. 22 Thus, the assessment of cell proliferation in various types of tumors may prove to be an important adjunct to histologically based tumor classification.
There was a distinct difference in mean Ki-67 LI between grade I and II; grade II and III; and grade III and I. This difference was statistically significant in all the pairs (Table 2 ). This marked variation in the amount of Ki-67 within different tumor grades has proven to show the bonafidity of the PI and, hence, considered to be a beneficial tool to evaluate prognosis. Premlatha and Uma 22 found a statistically significant difference between Ki-67 LI of well-and poorly differentiated OSCC. The Ki-67 LI of moderately differentiated OSCC did not have 
Alcohol-this parameter is set to zero because it is redundant; C: Chewing tobacco; S: Smoking tobacco statistically significant differences with either well-or poorly differentiated OSCC. This observation reflected the subjective nature of the Broder's grading system.
In the presence of oral cancer, the metastatic lymph node may be considered as a locoregional spread of the primary lesion and, therefore, directly corresponds to the aggressiveness of the lesion. In addition, lymph nodes in this study are confirmed to be positive for metastatic postsurgical histopathologic evaluation. Comparison of Ki-67 LI was done between the subjects with presence or absence of lymph node metastasis. It was found that 38 subjects with lymph node involvement have a significantly higher mean Ki-67 LI (77.89%) than 64 subjects with negative lymph node involvement (48.72%). Moreover, on comparing mean Ki-67 LI in the two groups of lymph node status for each grade of carcinoma, it was found that subjects with positive lymph node metastasis had comparatively higher mean Ki-67 LI than subjects with negative lymph node metastasis (Table 3) . These observations were in consonance with the study by Motta et al 23 Thus, it may be implicated that tumors with a high cell PI (such as the mean Ki-67 LI) may indicate a potential for these tumors to metastasize.
Bryne's score denotes the cumulative score of degree of keratinization, nuclear pleomorphism, lymphoplasmacytic infiltration, and pattern of invasion. Bryne's scores range from 4 to 16, a score of 4 indicating lowest and 16 indicating the highest level of aggression of the tumor. A direct relationship was observed between the Bryne's score and mean Ki-67 LI (Graph 1). From this result, it may be inferred that the mean Ki-67 LI correlates with the biologic aggressiveness of the tumor.
The lower mean Ki-67 LI in the palate may be explained by the fact that such anatomical sites may initially offer rigid bony resistance for local invasion. In addition, this is also a site for easy and early visualization of the lesion warranting early attention for medical care, and therefore, it does not leave any scope for the lesion to progress. On the contrary, the mean Ki-67 LI in the floor of the mouth is the highest among all anatomical sites, which may be explained by the fact that the same is considered to be a favorable site for rapid proliferation and deeper invasion of the malignant cells due to the cumulative effects of abundant vascularity, absence of any biological barrier, and a typical site in which the positive gravitational force favors vertical seeding of cells. Further, this is an anatomic site where direct inspection of lesion does not take place unless it is symptomatic and leaving a scope for sampling when it is hopelessly advanced ( Table 4) . There was increase in mean Ki-67 LI between tongue and floor of mouth, which was in consonance with the study conducted by Watanabe et al 24 Therefore, the more aggressive behavior of carcinoma in the floor of the mouth appears to be correlated with a higher proliferation activity, as indicated by the Ki-67 expression. Association between habit and contribution of the duration of habit to the variation was not statistically significant (Tables 5 and 6 ). The fact is that other genetic and epigenetic factors, including habits such as chewing and smoking tobacco and alcohol, may serve as a potential etiology that may affect oral carcinogenesis.
CONCLUSION
Despite many painstaking advances in recent years, cancer still remains as a baffling disease complex confronting the medical sciences until today. Due to uncertainty in its etiology and behavior, the cancer projects a great challenge not only to the public health system, but also underlies a frustrating attempt to control the same. In the array of its complexities, the microscopic interpretation, determination, and the clinical diagnosis still remain a large area of confusion and conflict. However, the basic and the fundamental knowledge about the cancer is that they are uncontrolled abnormal proliferating cells, which depart from the pattern of behavior of normal cells. The present scenario of modern oral oncology is characterized by a better understanding of cellular morphology and the molecular foundation of normal cellular biology. Identification of oral cancer although based on the clinical findings, the heterogeneity of the same still remains an unfolded area for assessing their severity and, hence, stands as hurdle for planning an accurate treatment.
Although there have been many meteoric and erudite advances in the recent years in the field of cancer research disclosing their queer behavior endowed in variable appearances, their biological uncertainties still keep them from clear understanding, thereby posing a great challenge for management.
The present study shows definitive correlation of Ki-67 antigen with the Bryne's histological grading, all the parameters of Bryne's grading for OSCC and lymph node status of the patient proving its association as an effective tool to grade the tumors and finally read the prognosis of the tumor. Although these data suggest that it may be possible to standardize Ki-67 scoring among pathology laboratories, various clinically important discrepancies may persist. Before recommending this biomarker for clinical use, future research is needed to extend this approach to biopsies and whole sections and accounting for staining variability, and link to outcomes.
